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Orange andlor black glasses in the 74001/2 drive tube from the rim of 
Shorty Crater, excavated N 17Myr ago, contain srnall amounts of solar-type 
noble gases apparently acquired very early, possibly at the time those glas- 
ses were produced [1,2]. That production is generally attributed to lava- 
fountaining ie.g.31 3.7Gyr ago 143. Such samples therefore provide an oppor- 
tunity to study solarwind ccnnposi ion at 3.7Gyr before the present 11,2]. 

1 4  14 It is well known that the / N ratio of lunar-regolith N has in- 
creased by about 50% over the life of the regolith [5], but the time depen- 
dence of that change is not well established. A sarqle with a simple, well- 
documented exposure at 3.7Gyr could supply an important datun for dcf ining 

15 that time dependence. We have therefore determined N and s N for a suite of 
samples from 7400112, afiquots of which have previously been analysed for 
the noble gases [2,4,61. Four of the smples were unsieved bulk fines. The 
other three were grain-size fractions of a layer near the core bottom: MG4, 
9.8-1.6~; MG3, 1.6-3.3~; and MG1/8/9, a mixture of 9.8+/-1.0~ and 19.8+/- 
2.Op fractions with sane bulk material. bst analyses employed 6-10 temper- 
ature steps. (MG3 was also analysed for Ar and Xe isotopes.) Our results, 
shown graphically in Fig.1, show no signature of very light (815~=-2000/oo) 
N; they also provide no clearcut measure of 1 5 ~ / 1 4 ~  in the solar wind at 3.7 
Gyr, but provide valuable information on an important new lunar N component, 
and on the mode of incor oration of solar-type gas in these samples. 

Ekcause the 14N/131k, ratio in lunar regolith samples is constant to 
within about +/-30%, we adopt this ratio and use measured 13'xe contents [21 
to calculate, with corresponding accuracy, the amount of solar-type N in 
each sample. Camparing those amounts with our measured N contents gives the 
following percentage contributions for solar-type N: Wl, 100%; MP1, 85%; 
E l ,  15%; W, 2%; MG1/8/9, 0.4%; MG3, 0.1%. Clearly, the lower sarnples in 
the core contain substantial quantities .of a nonsolar N component with a 
8 1 5 ~  value around 13°/oo. We conclude that this component is indigenous to 
the samples and not a contaminant for the following reasons: It exceeds our 
measured blank levels by several orders of mgnitude; its isotopic composi- 
tion. is distinctly nonatmospheric and consistent from sample to sample; 
control experiments mimicking sample preparation experienced by the MG 
series failed to reproduce the observed N contents. We provisionally term 
this component, not previously recognised in lunar samples, "Shorty N". 

From its distribution among the hG grain-size fractions, Shorty N is 
clearly surface-correlated. In fact, its grain-size dependence is exactly 
the same as that of the solar-type noble gases [21. Assuming that solar-type 
gas is purely surficial (there are no agglutinates in 74001/2 below 5an 
depth [71), Shorty N rmst also be overwhelmingly surf icial. (The incorpor- 
ation of solar-type gas is considered further below.) 

Because sarnples rich in Shorty N are very poor in solarwind noble 
gases, and lack agglutinates and solar-flare tracks [7,81, we conclude that 
it cannot be an extralunar canponent and is probably indigenous luwr N. 
Presmbly it was exhaled during the lava fountaining believed to be respon- 
sible for production of the orange and black glass, and was acquired by that 
glass along with the volatile trace elements that typically coat these 
grains C91. In crystalline igneous rocks, indigenous lunar N is sufficiently 
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low in abundance that its identification is still tentative [fO,lll. If the 
exhalation and redeposition of Shorty N were isotopically nonselective, the 
observed S15~ value of about 13'/00 m y  represent the cornposi t ion of indig- 
enous lunar N, though it remains ' to be demonst rated whether this canponent 
has a global distribution. Additional inferred s'ignatures for the Shorty 
component include N / ~ ~ A ~  > l.2xlo5, two to three orders of magnitude greater 
than the solar value, and 40~r/36~r 2 9, in good agreement with L21. We ob- 

served a >loo% excess of radiogenic lZ9xe in 
the 700-1050~~ gas release from MG3, which 
supports the observation of excess lZ9xe 
previously seen in the bulk sample 141. %he 
association of the Shorty component with 
lZ9xer in halogen-enr iched sarqles indicates 
an ancient lunar reservoir. 

Samples containing solar-type N, even 
those, such as MP1 and MC1, dran beneath the 
gardened zone, exhibit the initial release 
of 15~-enr iched N characteristic of lunar 
soils C121. Because MP1 and MC1 could not 
have experienced a prolonged regolith ex- 
posure [71, either this "normalw release 
pattern is an artefact of the implantation 
process, or both "heavy" and "light" N were 
present in the "solar" radiation 3.7Gyr ago. 
In the latter case, the differential release 
pattern suggests that the solar-type N can- 
ponents were preserved in physically dis- 
crete host phases. Bogard and Hissch Ill 
suggested, based on noble-gas release, that 
the glass acquired its solar-type gas in the 
form of a fine-grained coating of solar- 
irradiated regolith. 

Fig.1. s15~ as a function of N 
release for 74001/2 samples. 
Depth within core in an, and 
total N content in ppn, are 
given for each sample. Temper- 
atures of some steps are given 
in degrees C. Uncertainties 
are 95% confidence limits. 
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